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"In half an hour, you must get the herbs, and then we'll leave immediately!" 

 

Ye Chen nodded gravely and said, "yes." 

 

With a clang of blood, Chi Fei pulled out her long sword and flashed. Then, like a ghost, she disappeared 

into the darkness. 

 

Ye Chen was also a little nervous and waited quietly. 

 

A moment later, the breath of Chi Fei's blood came from the other end of the secret realm of the heart 

of heaven. 

 

The breath, if any, can just be detected, but it is not too obvious. 

 

At the entrance of the secret place, the calm eyes of the star breaking waves suddenly became cold and 

exposed. 

 

"Lord duanlang, what's the matter?" 

 

The guards around felt the murderous spirit of the star breaking waves and immediately panicked. 

 

"Hey, the person who originally wanted to steal the herbs was the guilty woman Chi Feixue! The bitch 

broke into the secret place, and she was looking for death!" 

 

Xing duanlang looked into the distance, and he had caught the breath of Chi Fei's blood. 



 

The guards were shocked, and one of them asked, "where is the pool of imperial blood?" 

 

Xing duanlang pulled out his long sword, pointed to the distance, and said, "it's over there, thinking that 

if you hide quietly, you can escape my magic eye? It's too naive! Go and take down the bitch!" 

 

After saying that, the star broke the waves and flew away quickly, with his eyes full of heat. 

 

Chi Feixue is the person named by Duobao Tianjun to arrest, which is very important. 

 

If you can catch Chi Fei's blood, it is Tianda's credit! 

 

Xingduanlang didn't want to miss it. After a short absence, the guards on the scene were also excited 

and fiery. They pulled out their weapons and chased after xingduanlang. 

 

If they can catch Chi Feixue, they can also get great benefits! 

 

In the blink of an eye, the guards of the secret place poured out and went to catch Chi Feixue. Everyone 

didn't want to miss this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to make contributions. 

 

Ye Chen was delighted to see that the guards were all led away. 

 

But seeing the star breaking waves and others, they were aggressive, and they couldn't help worrying 

about Chi Feixue. 

 

"Get the herbs quickly!" 

 

Ye Chen thought, and immediately hid his breath and flew away towards the entrance of the secret 

place. 

 



Hum! 

 

When ye Chen came to the entrance of the secret place, a moon rose in the distant sky. It was a faint, 

brown and yellow Twilight moon, with a mysterious atmosphere of vicissitudes. 

 

It is the great divine thing of Chi Fei's blood. 

 

Then, under the dusk moon, there were bursts of fierce fighting. 

 

Ye Chen's face sank, knowing that Xing duanlang had caught up with Chi Fei's blood, and the two sides 

were fighting fiercely. 

 

He knew that Chi Feixue couldn't last long. He had to get the herbs as soon as possible and leave with 

her. 

 

Thinking like this, ye Chen immediately entered the mysterious mountains. 

 

Walking quickly in the mountain road, ye Chen could hear the smell of many monsters on both sides of 

the mountain. 

 

These monsters, growling low, seemed to warn Ye Chen, but they did not attack violently, and they were 

obviously afraid of Ye Chen's power. 

 

However, ye Chen knew that as long as he dared to pick herbs, these monsters would launch a fierce 

attack at all costs! 

 

Finally, ye Chen came to the medicine garden in the middle of the mountain. 

 

This medicine garden covers a vast area and is planted with a large number of herbs, with a pleasant 

aroma. 

 



The herbs are green and dense. Even in the dark night, they also emit glittering light, and their aura is 

very abundant. 

 

Ye Chen scanned his eyes and soon found several tianxinxuan flowers and plants in the center of the 

medicine garden, showing a golden luster. 

 

As soon as he was happy, he wanted to go and pick herbs. 

 

Ho... Ho... Ho 

 

However, at this time, bursts of low animal roars, full of murderous spirit, have sounded around. 

 

In the dark night, a pair of blood red pupils appeared, staring at Ye Chen. 

 

For a moment, ye Chen felt a surge of majestic pressure. 

 

"Mortal, don't offend! Leave quickly!" 

 

In the dark, I don't know from which direction, a majestic voice came out, as if from all directions, and 

then echoed among thousands of mountains and valleys, shocking people's minds. 

 

Ye Chen's face sank, and he saw a dozen monsters around him, showing their shapes in the dark. Each 

one was as big as a mountain, ferocious and abnormal, all of which were exotic species from the ancient 

famine, gold Taotie, dark Kui cattle, demonized Taowu, one horned white dragon and so on. They all 

showed their birth shapes, surrounded Ye Chen in groups, and had a great sense of oppression. 

 

Ye Chen smelled the smell of crisis and summoned the blood dragon. He stared at the monsters around 

him and said in a deep voice: 

 

"I only want a heavenly heart Xuan flower and grass. As long as you give it to me, I'll leave immediately." 

 



These monsters are all psychic and can understand Ye Chen's words. 

 

After hearing Ye Chen's words, their eyes were cold and indifferent. 

 

"Tianxinxuan flowers and plants are the most precious medicinal materials in this secret territory. I can't 

give them to you. Besides, the tianxinxuan flowers and plants in this medicine garden are not mature, so 

it's useless for you to take them." 

 

A sound came from the depths. 

 

This time ye Chen heard clearly. The voice seemed to be emanating from a mountain, not from the 

monster at the scene. 

 

"If you don't give it, I'll have to rob it!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were cold and integrated with the blood dragon. His arms turned into dragon arms, and 

his palms turned into steel dragon claws. The majestic breath of the Iron Throne rolled out of him. 

 

The monsters around, their eyes startled, and obviously felt Ye Chen's strength. 

 

"If you want to fight, fight! This medicine garden is the home foundation of our monsters. It's not your 

turn to offend, even if you are the Lord of reincarnation!" 

 

The sound came out again, and then the monsters on the scene roared wildly, and each head erupted 

into a torrent of anger. Then they came frantically to Ye Chen like a mountain roaring in the sea. 

 

"Iron Throne, iron star dome, open!" 

 

Ye Chen was ready, and immediately drank wildly, and his aura exploded. The breath of the iron throne, 

mixed with the breath of the great starry sky, burst in an instant, forming a magnificent star dome. 

 



The starlight from this star dome, however, was as cold and majestic as steel. As soon as it shone, it 

immediately made the mountains, rocks, and herbs begin to iron. 

 

The monster, whose huge body was like a mountain, also quickly became rigid and wanted to be ironed. 

 

Ye Chen didn't mean to pursue the victory. He rushed into the medicine garden and was about to pick 

Tianxin Xuan flowers and plants. 

 

"The sky is inflamed and imperial, suppress it!" 

 

But at this time, a cliff next to it burst, and out of it rushed a lion dragon beast, the majestic God Jun, 

spitting out words, spewing out a fiery golden aura, and fiercely bombarded Ye Chen. 

 

Under the impact of the golden aura, ye Chen's Steel Star dome was almost shattered, and those 

demons that were about to be ironed all resumed their activity, roaring and screaming, and fiercely 

slaughtered Ye Chen. 

 

"The spirit of the burning emperor? The divine beast born from the seal of the burning emperor?" 
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Ye Chen's eyes contracted, staring at the lion dragon beast that broke out of the mountain. 

 

From the lion dragon beast, ye Chen caught a very familiar breath, which was related to the highest 

artifact, the Yan Emperor seal! 

 

Emperor Yan's seal, one of the four highest artifacts, is in the charge of Hongjun's ancestor. 

 

The highest artifact, energetic and vast, invincible in the heavens, can not only produce great gods, but 

also create powerful creatures and monsters. 



 

This lion dragon beast is obviously a divine beast born from the Yan Emperor's seal. It is extremely 

powerful and can be called "great divine beast", which is above all the beasts in the sky. 

 

Ye Chen didn't expect that there was a great beast in the secret realm of the heavenly heart. The 

situation suddenly became extremely difficult. 

 

The lion dragon beast, using its vast majesty and great breath, suppressed the breath of Ye Chen's Iron 

Throne, and then issued a startling roar, leading many monsters, such as the collapse of the sky and the 

earth, like a mountain roaring and tsunami, to destroy Ye Chen. 

 

"Master, danger! Go!" 

 

The blood dragon roared, but also felt the overwhelming pressure. 

 

The lion dragon beast is a great beast born from the seal of the burning emperor. Its breath is too fierce. 

Coupled with the regional law advantage of the secret realm of the heart of heaven, its momentum is 

even more vigorous. If you want to touch it hard, it will be greatly disadvantageous. 

 

Ye Chen clenched his teeth. Seeing the mysterious flowers and plants in his heart that day, he was close 

at hand, but he couldn't seize them. He had infinite regrets in his heart. How could he leave so easily? 

 

"The god elephant crashed into the sky and was broken by me!" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes were sharp, looking at the lion dragon beast that came from the bombing, he didn't 

dodge, and punched out with a hard blow, displaying a divine elephant to smash the sky. 

 

A huge bright colossus appeared from behind Ye Chen, and his fist was like a smash in the sky, and he 

blasted fiercely towards the front. 

 

Bang! 

 



Ye Chen's fist slammed fiercely with the claws of the lion dragon beast. 

 

Poof! 

 

At the moment of the bombardment, ye Chen's throat was sweet, and immediately spewed out a 

mouthful of blood. If his body was hammered, it flew backward in a very embarrassed way, smashed 

several peaks, and finally collapsed to the ground. 

 

The lion dragon behemoth was shaken back for a distance and broke a mountain, but finally grabbed its 

body shape and was not seriously injured. 

 

"Ha ha, Lord of reincarnation is really powerful. If I were outside, I would really be invincible. 

Unfortunately, this is my territory." 

 

The lion dragon sneered in his throat, and then waved his paw to crush Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen was seriously injured and fell to the ground. He only felt that his muscles and bones were about 

to crack, and the pain was abnormal. Seeing the lion dragon beast, he patted it with a claw. In danger, 

he wanted to call reincarnation cemetery power. 

 

However, at this time, ye Chen felt a change in his body. 

 

That's the change of Xuan demon's blood essence! 

 

At the critical moment of Ye Chen's crisis, the blood of the Xuan demon burst out an unusual movement, 

and the blood awn was great, and the chaos was full of demons. 

 

"Hey, it's the breath of Xuanyao adult!" 

 

The lion dragon behemoth felt the mysterious demon blood smell emanating from ye Chen's body, and 

was instantly shocked beyond measure. 

 



The monsters around were also completely moved, as if they felt the highest pressure, trembling with 

fear, and knelt down to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen felt the change of the Xuan demon's blood essence, took a deep breath, and the blood vessels 

worked, refining part of the energy of the Xuan demon's blood essence on the spot. 

 

The Xuan demon's blood essence energy was refined, and ye Chen felt that his meridians seemed to 

have been greatly nourished. The injury suddenly recovered a lot, and stood up from the ground. 

 

The lion dragon behemoth, looking at Ye Chen's body, was deeply shocked. Faintly, he saw the figure of 

the Xuan demon. 

 

"Among those demon ancestors, who is the Xuan demon? Are you... Are you the heir of the Xuan 

demon?" 

 

The lion dragon beast was shocked and its voice was startled. 

 

Seeing its shocking appearance, ye Chen moved in his heart and asked, "what is the relationship 

between you and the Xuan demon?" 

 

When he spoke, ye Chen still had the majestic majesty of the Xuan demon in his body, which emanated. 

 

This mysterious demon's majesty has a great suppression effect on ordinary monsters. 

 

Even the lion dragon beast, a great beast, will be suppressed. 

 

Plop! 

 

Under great pressure, the lion dragon beast, prostrate on the ground, was also submissive, and said, 

"we are demon beasts, honor the demon ancestor, and I am the servant of the Xuan demon." 

 



Ye Chen saw the lion dragon beast, so submissive, and his heart was secretly happy. It seemed that the 

origin of the Xuan demon was very large, and even the legendary great beast had to worship it. 

 

"I am the heir of the mysterious demon, friend. I want to take a heavenly heart mysterious flower. Do 

you have any opinion?" 

 

Ye Chen looked at the lion dragon beast and said. 

 

"Lord of reincarnation, you are the heiress of the Xuan demon, and that is our supreme master. Take 

whatever you want, master." 

 

The lion dragon beast was terrified, looked at several golden Tianxin grass in the medicine garden, 

paused, and said: 

 

"However, these heavenly heart Xuan flowers and plants are not yet mature and cannot be used as 

medicine. It is useless to take them. It is useless for you to take them, Lord." 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen's face sank and said, "haven't you matured yet?" 

 

He looked carefully, and sure enough, he saw the several tianxinxuan flowers and plants. The grass 

leaves were still a little tender, and the heat was not enough to be used as medicine. 

 

If you take these immature tianxinxuan flowers and plants back to Yan Xingtian, I don't think it will play 

any role. 

 

"Do you want to go for nothing?" Ye Chen's heart suddenly cooled, a little worried, his eyes looked at 

the sky, and he saw that the dusk moon had been stained with blood. 

 

The state of Chi Fei's blood is obviously very bad. 
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The lion dragon beast said, "Lord, if you want mature celestial heart Xuan flowers and plants, you can go 

to the Xianlin cave to get them, but there is a twin beast guarding the Xianlin cave, I'm afraid it's difficult 

to deal with." 

 

Ye Chen asked, "Xianlin cave? What is the twin beast?" 

 

The lion dragon behemoth said, "twin divine beasts are the divine beasts that are born by converging 

the energy of the two highest artifacts." 

 

"This kind of divine beast, with rare blood, is extremely terrifying. There is a fairy Kirin in the Xianlin 

cave, which is a combination of the energy of the Golden Wheel of the emperor of heaven and the seal 

of the burning emperor. The anti heaven divine beast, which was born, can transform into a human 

form, and is very powerful." 

 

Ye Chen's face sank, suddenly feeling bad, and said, "there are only Xianlin cave's mature Tianxin Xuan 

flowers and plants?" 

 

The lion dragon beast said, "yes, the herbs in the Xianlin cave were planted by Duobao Tianjun himself, 

and each of them is extremely precious. The fairy kylin, also carefully cultivated by Duobao Tianjun, was 

named Gan Linyu after it was transformed into a human form." 

 

Ye Chen said, "Gan Linyu? Is the human form of fairy kylin a woman?" 

 

The lion dragon beast said, "yes, when the fairy kylin just turned into a human, she was just an ignorant 

little girl who was gradually raised by the emperor of Duobao. The old goat had an evil heart and wanted 

to occupy the little girl when she grew up." 

 

Ye Chen pulled his cheek and said, "that precious emperor, won't you even let go of a monster?" 

 

The lion dragon beast said, "who knows, the old lusty ghost is famous for being lecherous and can do 

anything. The fairy kylin is a twin beast. If you combine with it, you may also have a huge gain." 

 



"It's just that the twin beast is strong in blood, but it won't serve the descendants of the Xuan demon." 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen felt a heavy heart. 

 

His mysterious demon blood essence is majestic, and can subdue the lion dragon beast and all the 

monsters here, but it will not have any effect on the twin divine beast fairy kylin. 

 

"If I fight hard, what is the number of success or failure?" 

 

Ye Chen clenched his fist and asked again. 

 

The lion dragon beast said, "there is no doubt that it will be defeated. In the Xianlin cave, the xianqilin is 

the absolute master and takes advantage of it. If you use strong means, Lord, you will not have a good 

result." 

 

After a pause, the lion dragon beast looked up at the dark night and said, "it's night now. The fairy kylin 

is estimated to have fallen asleep. Lord, you can take this opportunity to quietly pick up the herbs. As 

long as you don't disturb her, there will be no accident." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes lit up when he heard this. 

 

The dusk moon in the sky is getting more and more bloody. If you want to come to Chi Feixue, the war 

situation is also extremely dangerous. 

 

Ye Chen must get the heavenly heart Xuan flowers and plants as soon as possible, and then leave. 

 

"Take me to Xianlin cave!" 

 

Ye Chen stepped on the back of the lion dragon beast and urged him, saying that he had no time to 

waste. Even if it was dangerous, he had to rush. 

 



"Yes, Lord!" 

 

The lion dragon beast immediately stepped away, carrying Ye Chen, and ran to the depths of the secret 

realm of the heart of heaven. 

 

Ye Chen saw a cave between the cliffs. The glittering and translucent green light in the cave was diffuse, 

and there was a warm fragrance of medicine. It seemed that many strange flowers and plants were 

planted inside. 

 

"Wait for me here!" 

 

Ye Chen turned over and jumped down from the lion dragon beast's back, converged his breath, and 

quietly walked towards the cave. 

 

Inside the cave, there are many traces of artificial repair, including stone tables, stone benches, 

lampstands, and even puppet dolls, rattles, bells and other children's playthings. 

 

A young girl was lying on a velvet mattress and sleeping. 

 

The girl is pretty and cute, and her appearance looks small. She is about thirteen or fourteen years old. 

Her skin is fair, her appearance is pretty and cute, and her hair shows two unicorn horns, indicating that 

she is a beast shaped identity. 

 

Ye Chen saw this scene and was stunned. He thought he had broken into the boudoir of a young girl. 

 

However, the gentle fragrance of medicine from his nose made Ye Chen come back to his senses. 

 

Behind the girl's bed, there is a large herb garden, which is full of herbs. The number of varieties is far 

less than that of the outside herb garden, but each herb is extremely precious, valuable and refined. 

 

Ye Chen saw a dozen mature tianxinxuan flowers and plants at a glance, showing a dark gold color, and 

there were stamens blooming on the grass leaves. 



 

"That's right, this is tianxinxuan flowers and plants." 

 

Ye Chen's heart was burning. Seeing that the girl on the bed was still asleep, she carefully bypassed her 

and walked towards the rear medicine garden. 

 

The girl named Gan Linyu fell asleep. The startling fighting outside just now didn't disturb her. 

 

Ye Chen thought that he should not be found. 

 

Very smoothly, ye Chen came to the edge of the medicine garden and saw dim array marks on the 

ground. 

 

He ran the formula of array words, silently wiped out all the array marks, and then strode into the 

medicine garden, went straight to the sky heart Xuan flowers and plants, and pulled up a herb. 

 

This herb was pulled up. In an instant, ye Chen felt that the law of the whole cave had an unusual 

vibration, and the wind roared, rotated, and purred. 

 

The sleeping Xianlin girl, her eyelashes trembled slightly, opened her eyes and woke up. 

 

She got up vaguely from the bed. At this time, she was wearing thin pajamas. Her young and astringent 

figure showed a unique charm and temptation. 

 

Of course, ye Chen was not in the mood to appreciate it. When he saw the fairy Lin girl waking up, his 

muscles tightened up. 

 

"Who is it?" 

 

Fairy Lin girl rubbed her eyes, her voice was also confused, and her eyes looked at Ye Chen. 

 



When she saw Ye Chen holding a soil stained herb in her hand, the sleepy fairy Lin girl immediately 

dispersed, instantly as clear as water, ah, screamed, and shouted angrily at Ye Chen: 

 

"Don't touch my snacks!" 

 

With this scream, the fairy Lin girl angrily raised her hand, countless laws of heaven and earth, violent 

aura, gathered in her slender palm, and then turned into a terrible column of light, with a terrible 

momentum through the starry sky, fiercely shot at Ye Chen's chest. 

 

The bombardment of this light column was just a girl's random blow, but the power was so powerful 

that it was earth shattering. Even in the dark, it contained a trace of energy from the two artifacts, the 

Yan Emperor's seal and the emperor's golden wheel, which were extremely terrible. 

 

"Dust tablet, iron throne, Royal!" 

 

Between the lightning and flint, ye Chen also felt great danger, and hurriedly mobilized the power of the 

dust tablet and the iron throne to condense into a huge steel wall glittering with gold in front of him. 

 

Boom! 

 

Xianlin girl's pillar of light attacked and killed, smashing Ye Chen's huge steel wall. 

 

Fortunately, the huge steel wall also dissolved most of the attack momentum. Ye Chen was not injured, 

but stepped back three steps and knocked down several herbs under the violent impact. 
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Seeing this, the fairy Lin girl was immediately distressed. She was almost crying and said angrily, "bad 

guys! Don't step on my snacks!" Just want to do it again. 

 



Hearing the girl's words, ye Chen flashed countless thoughts in his heart, quickly calmed down and said, 

"little girl, don't cry, if you want snacks, I can give them to you, and they are better than these herbs." 

 

This fairy Lin girl, who seems to be an ignorant and cute little girl, actually treats so many precious herbs 

as snacks. 

 

Since her mind was so simple, ye Chen also had a lot of ideas, which came out in an instant. 

 

The fairy Lin girl, hearing that there was delicious food, immediately her eyes lit up and said, "what 

delicious food do you have?" 

 

Ye Chen said, "open your mouth." 

 

The fairy Lin girl oh, unexpectedly, she opened her mouth obediently. 

 

Such an unprepared appearance shows the simplicity of white paper. 

 

But ye Chen knew that there was a great danger behind such simplicity. 

 

Once offended this fairy Lin girl, she will be desperate to attack and kill. 

 

This is the nature of a child. If his wishes are met, he will be innocent and lovely. If he is not satisfied, he 

will make a big noise. 

 

Ye Chen cut his finger, flexed his finger, and a drop of reincarnation blood flew towards the mouth of 

the fairy Lin girl. 

 

That drop of blood fell on the girl's red lips. She licked it curiously, and then gulped it down with a grunt. 

 

After swallowing a drop of Ye Chen's blood, the girl's eyes also burst out with a fiery look. 



 

Ye Chen asked, "is it delicious?" 

 

The girl nodded heavily, looked at Ye Chen with burning eyes, and said, "delicious, delicious!" 

 

The breath of reincarnation has great attraction to the opposite sex. 

 

Ye Chen's blood is also a great tonic for the opposite sex. 

 

Fairy Lin girl swallowed a drop of blood from ye Chen, and she only felt that it was the best delicacy in 

the world. Her pores were relaxed, and her cheeks were flushed. She felt an inexplicable fire burning in 

her body. 

 

"I'll give you my blood, and you'll give me all the flowers and plants here. How about it?" 

 

Ye Chen said. 

 

Fairy Lin girl said, "good!" After a pause, he hesitated again and said, "no..." 

 

Ye Chen said, "why not?" 

 

Fairy Lin girl said, "you... If you leave in the future, won't I be able to eat? I want you to stay and stay 

with me." 

 

At last, there was a trace of primitive cruelty in her eyes. 

 

His eyes are like a child looking at the grasshopper struggling in the glass bottle. That kind of primitive 

cruelty represents human nature's selfishness and greed. 

 



Ye Chen's heart was cold, and she knew that the girl wanted to force herself to stay and take blood 

every day until she squeezed herself dry. 

 

"If you want to eat every day in the future, just leave with me and I'll take you." 

 

Ye Chen reacted very quickly and decided immediately. 

 

The girl was stunned and said, "are you going to take me away? But... I haven't been to the outside 

world. I... I'm afraid." 

 

Ye Chen said, "there's nothing to be afraid of. I'll protect you and give me an accurate answer. Will you 

go with me? Otherwise, I'll leave now and won't deal with you." The tone is indisputable. 

 

The girl hurriedly said, "no, no! I'll go with you, but you have to eat your blood for me. I like that taste." 

 

The taste of reincarnation blood, not to mention her ignorant girl, even people like tiannv, are very fond 

of it. 

 

"Yes, open your mouth." 

 

Ye Chen strode over and said. 

 

"Yes!" 

 

The girl was very clever, so she opened her mouth obediently and looked at Ye Chen unprepared. 

 

Ye Chen went to bed and sat beside her. Looking at her naive appearance, she thought, "this girl is too 

easy to cheat. If I do it now, she will die." 

 

However, ye Chen's way, not to mention justice, is not evil at least. Naturally, it will not do such things 

contrary to its original intention. 



 

He cut his finger and put it into the girl's mouth. 

 

"Well..." 

 

The girl sucked Ye Chen's fingers and licked the blood on it, as if she had tasted the most delicious taste 

in the world, and her eyes were full of excitement and joy. 

 

Ye Chen only felt a warm touch coming from her fingers. 

 

The girl licked for a while, and ye Chen pulled her fingers back. 

 

"No, big brother, I still want to eat." 

 

The girl held Ye Chen's hand, but she was full of reluctance. 

 

Ye Chen's face was a little dignified. He looked out of the cave and said, "there's no time. We must leave 

immediately, otherwise it's too late." 

 

The girl was dazed. She heard the fighting outside and caught a lot of familiar breath. Ouch, she shouted 

and said, "brother duanlang is outside. I want to say goodbye to him." 

 

Ye Chen's face sank and said, "don't say goodbye. Those people are bad people." 

 

The girl said, "how can it be? Brother duanlang is a good man, and grandpa Duobao Tianjun is also a 

good man. They help me repair my home and give me snacks. They are all good people." 

 

Ye Chen can't laugh or cry. This girl is too simple. 

 

"Well, when you grow up, you will naturally know." Ye Chen shook his head. 



 

The girl straightened her still green chest and said, "I've grown up." 

 

Ye Chen stopped talking and went to dig out all the herbs in the herb garden. 

 

"My snack..." the girl cried out in pain. 

 

"Here you are." 

 

Ye Chen stuffed all the herbs into her arms and left three heavenly heart Xuan flowers and plants to 

receive them in the gourd of heaven and earth. 
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The girl held a pile of herbs and was very happy. She picked up one and chewed it. It was unclear, 

"brother, do you want to eat it? These snacks are very delicious." 

 

Ye Chen said, "I won't eat, let's go." 

 

He took the girl's hand and immediately walked out of the cave. He passed his will to Chi Fei's blood and 

shouted, "withdraw!" 

 

This will came out, and the fighting sound in the distance suddenly stopped. 

 

The dusk moon is also hidden in the void. 

 

"Go!" 

 



Ye Chen took the girl in his arms, rode on the back of the lion dragon with her, and rushed out of the 

country of Peru. 

 

"Lord, you..." 

 

When lion dragon saw Ye Chen, he actually accepted this fairy Lin girl. He was surprised, and he didn't 

know how ye Chen did it. 

 

Ye Chen rode the lion dragon and quickly ran out of the secret territory. 

 

At this time, Chi Fei's blood also came from another aspect, like a ghost, and returned to Ye Chen. 

 

Ye Chen saw that she was bleeding all over and was seriously injured. He hurriedly said, "are you all 

right?" 

 

Chi Feixue said, "it's all right. I can't die for the time being." 

 

She saw Ye Chen straddling the lion dragon and holding a blood startling girl in her hand. She couldn't 

help but be secretly frightened and didn't know what ye Chen had experienced. 

 

"Come up!" 

 

Ye Chen also pulled Chi Fei's blood to the lion dragon's back and wanted to leave. 

 

However, at this time, a sky breaking God's awn, shot down in the air. 

 

A gray haired man, with a dozen guards, fell from the sky. 

 

It is the stars that break the waves. 

 



Xing duanlang's eyes were cold. Looking around the audience, he looked at Chi Fei's blood, then at Ye 

Chen. Finally, he saw that Xianlin girl was holding a lot of herbs in her arms, and his face suddenly 

changed. 

 

"The Lord of reincarnation is you! You want to kidnap my master's woman and steal herbs?" 

 

Xing duanlang looked very ugly. Seeing ye Chen still holding Xianlin girl's waist, he was even angrier and 

said, "let go of your dirty hands!" 

 

Ye Chen's face sank slightly, but he didn't expect to be chased up by xingduanlang. 

 

Since the latter is the disciple of Duobao Tianjun, he is quite powerful. Otherwise, he would not hurt Chi 

Fei's blood to this extent. 

 

Ye Chen didn't speak yet, but the fairy Lin girl smiled and said, "brother duanlang, hello." Ignorant of the 

dangers of the world. 

 

The star broke the wave and said, "Gan Linyu, why are you with an outsider when you come down? This 

man is the enemy of master. Kill him quickly!" 

 

Xianlin girl named Gan Linyu smiled naively, "big brother is a good man." 

 

After a pause, he looked at Ye Chen and said, "by the way, big brother, what's your name?" 

 

"My surname is ye, and my single name is Chen." Ye chendao. 

 

Gan Linyu nodded and said to Xing duanlang, "brother duanlang, brother Ye Chen is really a good man. 

He gave me snacks. It's much better than the snacks you gave. He said he would take me to the outside 

world. Do you want to go?" 

 



Hearing this, xingduanlang knew that the sudden change was born. If it was not solved, not only the 

herbs would be lost, but also Gan Linyu would be taken away by Ye Chen. That was an unimaginable 

loss. The emperor of Duobao must be angry. 

 

Thinking of master's cruel and cruel torture, Xing duanlang couldn't help sweating. 

 

"Little girl, you have been cheated!" 

 

"Damn Lord of reincarnation, the woman who dared to deceive my master, I want you to die!" 

 

"Zihuang fairy mountain, suppress it!" 

 

In fear and rage, the star broke the waves with a startling roar, waved his palm, and his aura exploded. 

 

In the nether void, there was a fairy mountain, with rosy clouds, immortal Qi, red neon rolling, with 

unparalleled pressure, suppressed in the air. 

 

That is the artifact of Zihuang fairy palace, Zihuang fairy mountain! 

 

This purple fairy mountain, with unparalleled power of suppression, can suppress all immortals, 

Buddhas and demons, and is extremely powerful. 

 

In Zihuang fairy palace, elite disciples and high-level Dharma elders can use the power of Zihuang fairy 

mountain to suppress all enemies. 

 

At this moment, xingduanlang was deeply in crisis. As soon as he met, he used his bottom card to 

directly summon the power of Zihuang fairy mountain to come. 

 

Click click! 

 



The muscles and bones of the star breaking waves made an unbearable sound, obviously calling the 

purple fairy mountain, which brought huge pressure to his body. 

 

Boom! 

 

The purple fairy mountain came down, powerful, overbearing, shaking the air flow, and the rolling dust 

rose. 

 

Ye Chen's eyes contracted for a while. If he was suppressed by the purple fairy mountain, he was afraid 

that he would never turn over. 

 

He hurried to defend the lion dragon and quickly dodged to the side. 

 

The purple fairy mountain roared, and the town fell on the earth. Immediately, the ground collapsed a 

hundred feet, and the violent airflow exploded. 

 

Under the impact of the fierce air flow, ye Chen can only protect himself. For a moment, it is too late to 

protect Gan Linyu and Chi Feixue. 

 

The injured Chi Fei's blood fell out from a distance and fell to the ground with a stuffy hum. 

 

Gan Linyu exclaimed with a cry of surprise. Caught off guard, she also fell out. Fortunately, her blood 

was strong and she was not injured. 

 

Xing duanlang snorted and rushed to Gan Linyu immediately, releasing a talisman. 

 

The talisman fell, but it was like imprisonment, completely blocking Gan Linyu's aura. 

 

Gan Linyu's body was stiff and he felt very uncomfortable. He shouted, "brother duanlang, what are you 

doing?" 

 



Xing duanlang's eyes were indifferent. Looking at her green and astringent figure, she had developed 

and said coldly, "little girl, your body has grown up. Today is the time to take you back and sleep with 

your master." 

 

Gan Linyu said, "what does it mean to wait for bed?" 

 

Seeing all the herbs in her arms scattered on the ground, she wanted to pick them up in her heart, but 

her body was stiff, and her eyes were terrible cold, and she didn't dare to act casually. 

 

Xing duanlang said with a smile, "sleeping is to let you sleep with my master. This is an opportunity that 

many women outside can't ask for. You go back with me obediently, and don't be deceived by the Lord 

of reincarnation." 

 

Gan Linyu's beautiful eyes contracted. Although she was ignorant, she was not stupid. Her delicate body 

trembled and said, "you raised me just to let me sleep?" 

 

The star broke the wave and said, "don't be wordy, come back with me!" Then he grabbed Gan Linyu's 

wrist and wanted to take her away. 

 

He knew that reincarnation was powerful. Even if he summoned Zihuang fairy mountain today, he might 

not be able to suppress it. 

 

For this purpose, we can only take back Gan Linyu, report to master, minimize the loss, and then make a 

decision. 

 

"Ouch, it hurts." 

 

Gan Linyu's wrist was caught, as if it was bound by an iron hoop, with abnormal pain. 

 

"Enough!" 

 



At this time, ye Chen saw this scene, his anger was burning, and he fused with the blood dragon. A 

record of steel dragon claws, with the power of tearing the sky, mercilessly attacked the star breaking 

waves. 

 

Xing duanlang's face changed, but he didn't expect to summon Zihuang fairy mountain. Ye Chen still had 

the ability to move freely, thinking, "reincarnation blood is really strong, I'd better leave quickly." 
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At that moment, he didn't dare to face Ye Chen's sharp edge directly, and immediately took Gan Linyu 

and stepped back. 

 

In fact, in terms of strength, xingduanlang is equivalent to Chi Fei's blood, and that cultivation is quite 

strong. At the moment, he has the help of Zihuang fairy mountain. If there is a peak duel, ye Chen may 

not be his opponent. 

 

However, the reputation of reincarnation is too loud and powerful. 

 

Xing duanlang didn't want to fight, so he directly avoided Ye Chen's sharp edge and sneered, "Lord of 

reincarnation, wait, wait for the war of supreme merit to begin, that's your death!" 

 

The voice fell, and the star broke the waves and was about to run away with Gan Linyu. If he wanted to 

go, ye Chen couldn't stop him. 

 

Ye Chen doesn't want Gan Linyu to be taken away. If such a simple girl is defiled by the old thief hair of 

Duobao Tianjun, it will really destroy human relations, and his heart is bound to be affected. 

 

"Girl, use the power of my blood!" 

 

In danger, ye Chen shouted at Gan Linyu. 

 



Gan Linyu was stunned for a while, and it was too late to think more. He immediately urged the 

remaining trace of reincarnation blood essence power in his body. 

 

She had eaten Ye Chen's reincarnation blood. At this time, she had not completely digested it, and there 

was still a trace of strength left. 

 

This trace of reincarnation blood immediately erupted, and the vast golden light bloomed from Gan 

Linyu's body. 

 

"What!" 

 

Seeing this scene, xingduanlang was shocked. 

 

His talisman blockade, under the impact of reincarnation power, suddenly collapsed, completely unable 

to block Gan Linyu. 

 

After getting rid of the blockade, Gan Linyu felt relaxed and seemed to have endless power. 

 

"Brother Ye Chen!" 

 

At this time, she had to take off her freedom, immediately shook off Xing duanlang's hand, and ran 

towards Ye Chen. 

 

"Damn girl, do you want to take refuge in reincarnation? Die for me!" 

 

Xing duanlang's eyes are fierce, revealing the killing opportunity, and the decision is very fast. 

 

He would rather kill Gan Linyu than look at the girl and throw herself into the arms of reincarnation. 

 

After all, in order to cultivate Gan Linyu, I don't know how much resources Zihuang evil sect has spent, 

but we can't afford to bargain outsiders in vain. 



 

"Talent breaking wave palm!" 

 

The star broke the waves with a palm and killed her like a mountain roaring and howling, severely 

beating Gan Lin on the back after the rain to kill her on the spot. 

 

Ye Chen had no time to rescue and shouted, "be careful!" 

 

Gan Linyu's eyes were terrified, he felt the violent palm posture behind him, subconsciously fused the 

power of reincarnation, and also slapped it with a backhand, and the kylin's divine light burst. 

 

Bang! 

 

The two palms collided, and the star broke the waves with a stuffy hum and retreated three steps. 

 

Gan Linyu shouted, and his body flew out in confusion. 

 

Ye Chen jumped up, caught her in the air, hugged her waist, landed steadily, and said, "is it all right?" 

 

Gan Linyu was stunned and felt his body. He was not injured, but his blood was a little turbulent, but it 

was no big deal. He said, "brother Ye Chen, I'm fine." 

 

Ye Chen nodded. The Dragon claws grabbed Chi Fei's blood from the air, and then he took two women 

and rode away on the lion dragon. 

 

The pursuers of Tianxin secret territory dare not catch up at all. 

 

The momentum of reincarnation can even compete with Zihuang fairy mountain. Where can they 

subdue? 

 



Xing duanlang's face was very ugly, and he wanted to chase up, but ye Chen had used the iron throne to 

block him with heavy iron walls, and then tore the void away. He couldn't catch up with him if he 

wanted to. 

 

"Brother, my snack..." 

 

Gan Linyu was distressed to see that all the herbs were lost. 

 

Ye Chen couldn't laugh or cry. He touched her Unicorn horn and hair like a child and said, "it's okay. You 

want snacks. I have many here." 

 

He took out a few bottles of pills and threw them to Gan Linyu. Fortunately, he had collected and stored 

three tianxinxuan flowers and plants in advance, which was enough to cure Yan Xingtian's heart trauma. 

 

Gan Linyu held the bottles of pills, pulled off the bottle cap, poured out the pills, threw them into his 

mouth and chewed them. His eyes suddenly flashed, nodded repeatedly and said, "delicious, delicious! I 

will eat them every day in the future." 

 

Ye Chen burst out laughing. This girl is really a child's nature. It's really easy to deceive. In the future, you 

don't have to feed her reincarnation blood. Giving her a few pills of Dan medicine and sugar is enough to 

satisfy her. 

 

Ye Chen thanked Gan Linyu and Chi Feixue for getting Tianxin Xuan flowers and plants smoothly this 

time. 

 

"Miss Chi, thank you for your hard work this time." 

 

Ye Chen looked at the scarred appearance of Chi Fei's blood, and felt a little sorry. He used the eight 

trigrams heaven elixir to treat her. 

 

Chi Feixue looked cold and said, "it doesn't matter. I promised miss that I would protect you. I can give 

everything for you, including my life." 

 



She looked at Gan Linyu again. Seeing the latter's innocent and carefree appearance, her eyes were 

vaguely touched, as if she remembered her childhood. 

 

"Anyway, thank you." 

 

Ye Chen looked at Chi Fei's blood with gratitude, and then took two women, breaking the void and 

returning to the heaven. 

 

"Brother Ye Chen, where is this place?" 

 

Gan Linyu looked at the world curiously. 

 

Ye Chen said with a smile, "this is where I practice. It may be a little boring. You and this Feixue sister, go 

back to my gourd first. The world inside is really fun." 

 

Ye Chen took out the gourd of heaven and earth, pulled out the cover, and a haze rose, faintly showing 

the strange and virtual shadow of the fairy gourd world. 

 

"Is there a big world in this gourd?" Gan Lin's eyes turned and asked curiously. 

 

"Yes, there are good people inside. No one will hurt you anymore." 

 

Ye Chen laughed, and then received Chi Feixue, Gan Linyu and the lion dragon beast into the fairy gourd 

world. 
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Gan Linyu is naturally obedient. The ferocious face of Duobao Tianjun has been revealed, and she finally 

knows the malice of the evil sect. Now she never wants to return to the territory of the evil sect, lest she 

be caught and sleep with Duobao Tianjun. 



 

Ye Chen is her only recourse. 

 

Fortunately, ye Chen is rich in resources. It is easy to raise such a fairy Unicorn beast girl. 

 

After settling in Ganlin rain, ye Chen flew back to the courtyard where Yan Xingtian lived. 

 

In front of the courtyard, Yan Xingtian was basking in the sun and drinking wine. Several servants were 

waiting beside him, looking leisurely. 

 

"The wine left by this boy is really delicious..." 

 

Yan Xing sighed with satisfaction while drinking wine. The wine he drank was left by Ye Chen. It was 

specially brewed with the gourd of heaven and earth, and its flavor was excellent. 

 

"Elder, if it's good, you can drink more." 

 

Ye Chen flew down with a smile, sat in front of Yan Xingtian, and poured himself a bowl of wine. 

 

"Huh? Your boy, back?" 

 

Yan Xingtian was stunned when he saw Ye Chen's figure. He thought he was drunk and read wrong. 

 

He thought Ye Chen left a note saying that it would take a long time to go out and look for herbs. He 

didn't expect to come back so soon. 

 

"Elder, what medicine do you need to cure the wound of your heart?" 

 

Ye Chen asked with a smile. 

 



Yan Xingtian was a little depressed and said, "tianxinxuan flowers and plants, which are the special 

medicinal materials of the evil sect of Zihuang fairy palace, can you, boy, still find tianxinxuan flowers 

and plants?" 

 

"In fact, it's not too difficult for Duobao Tianjun to plant this herb, but the old ghost is absolutely 

impossible to give the herb to outsiders unless he grabs it..." 

 

"I got it." 

 

Ye Chen interrupted Yan Xingtian's words, took out three heavenly heart Xuan flowers and plants, and 

placed them on the table. 

 

Golden herbs, flowing with fairy light, are also contaminated with the smell of some fairy unicorns. 

 

The emperor of Duobao kept Gan Linyu. In addition to plotting against him and wanting Gan Linyu to 

serve him, he also took a fancy to the particularity of her blood. 

 

Gan Linyu's special twin divine beast blood, her breath, is the best nourishment for cultivating medicinal 

plants. 

 

Yan Xingtian looked at the three heavenly heart Xuan flowers and plants, and his expression was 

stunned. 

 

Most of his face was covered by messy hair and beard, only a pair of black and white eyes, showing a 

sharp fine light, staring at the herbs in front of him, and his pupils were dyed golden by the gloss of the 

herbs. 

 

He seemed to be afraid of crushing it, and gently picked up one of the herbs. The old palm was also 

shining with a layer of gold under the light of the herbs. 

 

"How did you get it?" 

 



Yan Xingtian's voice trembled. 

 

"That's it." 

 

Ye Chen's answer seemed to be nonsense. In fact, it was many twists and turns in the secret realm of 

Tianxin. He didn't know how to tell it. In short, the outcome was good. He finally got Tianxin Xuan 

flowers and plants smoothly, and there was more than one. 

 

Yan Xingtian looked at the herb in his hand and whispered, "with this herb, my heart of Tao can be 

restored to perfection, and there is no more trauma, and then I can..." 

 

When he said this, his eyes changed from confusion to exuberance, and his pride seemed to return to 

the world in those days 
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Yan Xingtian's eyes were sharp and sharp, and the blue atmosphere in his hands was violent and hissed, 

and finally condensed into a green and faint sword chasing the wind. The sharp edge was extremely 

sharp. The sword light was like ancient words after the dawn of the night, and the font was orange red 

as fire, and finally converged into an orange Burning Sea in the void. 

 

Ye Chen stared at the orange burning sea, looking at the countless words floating and burning inside, if 

he had some enlightenment in his heart. 

 

Those words, such as Da Dao Huazhang, are the secret of the sword formula of sky orange inflammation. 

 

"This sword technique is really complicated and profound!" 

 

Ye Chen looked at the mystery of the sword technique and felt extremely obscure. Even with his talent, 

it was difficult to understand it in a short time, and even his heart shook abnormally. 

 



Obviously, this gate of heaven orange inflammation was born in order to bury reincarnation. The sword 

meaning contained in it is completely contrary to Ye Chen's Taoist heart. 

 

Ye Chen calmed down, constantly pondered and understood the mysteries of swordsmanship. 

 

He believes that with his talent, he will be able to step into the threshold within three days! 
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As time went by, three days passed. 

 

On this day, Yan Xingtian flew to check Ye Chen's cultivation progress, holding a wine gourd in his hand. 

While drinking wine, he landed on the top of the mountain and said drunkenly, "how's it going? Boy, 

three days have passed, have you ever touched the threshold of the sword?" 

 

Ye Chen sat cross legged in the wind on the top of the mountain. The wind blew his hair and clothes, 

showing a trace of natural and unrestrained. 

 

"A little understanding." 

 

Ye Chen opened his eyes and opened his mouth faintly. The wind sword of the morning wind was placed 

in front of his knees. 

 

"Oh? Let me see." 

 

Yan Xingtian's eyes were drunk, slightly convergent, showing a trace of curiosity. He also wanted to see 

how much Ye Chen understood in these three days. 

 

Ye Chen nodded gently, suddenly got up and took out his sword. 

 



A touch of orange red flame sword gas, like breaking the sky, rushed out, swept across the void, and cut 

a mountain thousands of steps away in two. 

 

Yan Xingtian was stunned when he saw this scene. 

 

Ye Chen's sword is far less than what he did three days ago, but anyway, this sword has demonstrated 

the sword power of sky orange inflammation. 

 

In other words, ye Chen has stepped into the threshold of this sword technique! 

 

As long as ye Chen is given enough time, it is only a matter of time before he surpasses Yan Xingtian in 

the future. 

 

"The power is a little too weak, which makes the elder laugh." 

 

Ye Chen put away the wind sword and frowned. 

 

If the ultimate power of sky orange inflammation is 100 points, Yan Xingtian can play 50 or 60 points, 

while ye Chen can only play 23 points at most. 

 

It's twoorthree points of a hundred. The power is obviously pitifully weak, so ye Chen is not very 

satisfied. 

 

However, Yan Xingtian was extremely surprised and satisfied, saying, "you have just practiced for three 

days, and you are so powerful that you are already quite good!" 

 

"Thank you for your compliment." 

 

Ye Chen smiled, then handed over the wind sword and said, "elder, I have written down all the sword 

formula of the sky orange inflammation, but it still needs time to understand and digest. Return this 

sword to you." 

 



Yan Xingtian waved his hand and said, "no, you keep it first and slowly understand." 

 

Ye Chen replied, "OK." Continue to hold the wind sword in his hand, his heart is also secretly grateful to 

Yan Xingtian. 

 

These three days passed, Yan Xingtian's breath was much more spiritual than before. Obviously, it was 

the efficacy of Tianxin Xuan flowers and plants, which had been brought into play, and his heart trauma 

had recovered a lot. 

 

"Elder, how is your injury?" Ye Chen asked subconsciously. 

 

"Hey, it's all right." 

 

Yan Xingtian smiled magnanimously, then pondered for a while, and said, "you can understand the sky 

orange inflammation in three days. This talent is really terrible. I want to take you to a place, which may 

make you more refined." 

 

At this time, Yan Xingtian showed great concern for ye Chen and cultivated him as his own disciple. 

 

Because ye Chen is heavy on love and righteousness, he took the risk of bringing back the mysterious 

grass of the heavenly heart to him, and he was naturally moved. 

 

Moreover, ye Chen's talent is extremely outstanding, and Yan Xingtian also has the meaning of careful 

cultivation. 

 

"Where?" Ye Chen asked. 

 

Yan Xingtian said, "it's an ancient cave. In that cave, there is the breath left by an ancient great energy, 

which is great for cultivation. If you go to that cave to cultivate, there will be a breakthrough in 

cultivation within this month, which is also beneficial to your supreme merit war." 

 

Ye Chen was delighted and asked, "where is the cave?" 



 

Yan Xingtian hesitated and said, "in the thousand spider world, it's the mother's territory." 

 

Hearing this, ye Chen immediately frowned. 

 

The thousand spider world is the place where the thousand spider emperor is willing to leave. 

 

Yan Xingtian, however, had a great grudge against the wish to leave. 

 

Since the ancient cave is on the territory willing to leave others, it is not easy to practice in the past. 

 

Yan Xingtian hehe smiled and said, "but don't worry. I have a way to make the woman compromise and 

give us the place to practice. You can go with me." Say to lead the way in front. 

 

Ye Chen was shocked and said, "senior, do you really have a way?" 

 

Yan Xingtian nodded and said with a mysterious smile, "you know when you go, I will make a condition 

that the woman can't refuse." 

 

Ye Chen was suspicious, but he didn't know what Yan Xingtian could do. 

 

At that moment, he hung the wind sword around his waist, followed Yan Xingtian, tore the void directly, 

and went to the thousand spider world. 

 

The figures of the two people, as soon as they came to the thousand spider world, immediately touched 

the mystery of heaven, causing the storm to riot and the air to roll. 

 

Almost instantly, willing to leave, he came down from the sky with his disciple Jiang Xin'er and a dozen 

followers, and appeared in front of Ye Chen and Yan Xingtian. 

 



"Yan Xingtian, what are you doing in my territory? Do you want to die?" 

 

Wish to leave people angry, staring at Yan Xingtian, and looking at Ye Chen again. 

 

When she saw the wind sword hanging around Ye Chen's waist, her expression showed a slight change. 

 

"Bitch, I'm not going to fight with you today, I just want to discuss one thing with you." 

 

Yan Xingtian, with his hands on his back, laughed and said. 

 

"What do you want to discuss?" 

 

Wish to leave with a trace of impatience, but I don't know what medicine Yan Xingtian wants to sell in 

the gourd. 

 

Now even in the territory of the thousand spider world, she is not absolutely sure that she can suppress 

Yan Xingtian and ye Chen. 

 

Unless waiting for the Taishang merit war to begin, she can make a plan and use the forces of all parties 

to fatally suppress them. 

 

"I want to borrow your ancient cave." 

 

Yan Xingtian still carried his hands on his back and said directly. 

 

"Do you want to borrow my cave?" 

 

Wishing to leave people's eyes cold, there is indeed an ancient cave in her thousand spider world, which 

remains a deep aura and is of great benefit to cultivation. 

 



In fact, the whole spider world was built by her with the legacy of the ancient cave. 

 

At that time, Yan Xingtian was betrayed by his best friend chixiaozi and was seriously injured. He was 

also willing to leave and use the legacy of the cave to treat him. 

 

May there be four disciples under Li Ren's sect, including the heavenly daughter, who have received the 

grace of the ancient legacy. 

 

Now tiannv is seriously injured, and she is willing to leave. Ye Chen wants to cut off cause and effect, 

and she is not afraid that tiannv will die of serious injury. It is because of the existence of the ancient 

cave that she can take tiannv back and renew her life for the time being. 

 

The spiritual legacy of the cave, with one point, less, even in ordinary times, willing to leave people are 

reluctant to open casually. 

 

Now Yan Xingtian unexpectedly opened his mouth and wanted to borrow it, which really surprised her. 

 

"You borrowed my cave to cultivate this boy?" 

 

Wish Li glanced at Ye Chen, looked at the wind sword around his waist, felt an extraordinary breath, and 

said: 

 

"How dare you teach this boy the unique skill of Cangtian Chengyan? Can he learn it!?" 

 

Yan Xingtian laughed and said, "don't worry about it, as long as you lend me the cave." 

 

Wish to leave snorted and said, "impossible. The aura of my ancient cave is extremely precious. How can 

I let you two outsiders rob it?" 
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Yan Xingtian laughed and said, "I won't go, but this boy just goes in. He goes in to practice, and I'll watch 

outside. As long as you promise, I can give you the wind of dawn after it's done. In short, I won't treat 

you badly." 

 

May I shrink my beautiful eyes and look at the wind sword hanging around Ye Chen's waist. Some can't 

put a channel: "you... Will you give me the wind of dawn?" 

 

Yan Xingtian nodded and said, "yes, the wind of morning light, this great deity, has extremely vast 

energy, and was once the Zhenjie artifact of the divine world. The will of the earth, Feng Shui, Qi Yun, 

and the power of faith behind it are immeasurable. I know you have always been greedy for the wind of 

morning light and want to devour it to prove the Immortal Emperor. Now I give it to you." 

 

Yan Xingtian's tone was a little bleak at the end of his speech. 

 

In fact, in those days, I was willing to leave and be with him, and I also had the idea of being greedy for 

the wind of dawn. 

 

The wind of dawn, this great deity, has gone beyond the general deity, contains the will of the supreme 

ancient god, and even sealed the complete heaven orange flame sword formula, which is extremely 

magnificent. 

 

If she can swallow the wind of dawn with the cultivation of wishing to leave, she will even have a chance 

to prove the Immortal Emperor! 

 

There are only a few immortal emperors in this world, and each one is an extremely glorious existence. 

 

The realm of Immortal Emperor is the ultimate dream of countless martial artists, and willing to leave is 

no exception. 

 

But she never thought that Yan Xingtian was willing to sacrifice the wind of dawn to send Ye Chen to the 

cave. 

 



"You are willing to sacrifice so much for this boy!" 

 

Wish to leave people deeply shocked, but also anger and jealousy. 

 

At that time, she took great pains to try every means to let Yan Xingtian give her the wind of dawn, but 

Yan Xingtian always refused. 

 

Because this morning wind is the ballast of God's heaven, which is the lifeline of Yan Xingtian. Once lost, 

it will have a huge impact on Yan Xingtian. 

 

But now, Yan Xingtian is willing to sacrifice the wind of dawn for ye Chen, which is simply unimaginable. 

 

The disciples who wish to leave, Jiang Xin'er, and the dozen followers of Wu, were also completely 

shocked. 

 

They naturally know the importance of the wind of dawn. Yan Xingtian is actually willing to send each 

other, and the sacrifice is absolutely huge. 

 

Ye Chen looked at the shocked expression of the people and was also moved. 

 

He thought, "it seems that the value of this morning wind is much greater than I imagined." 

 

Yan Xingtian did not change his face, but looked free and easy. Looking at the willing to leave, he smiled 

and said, "how, I take the wind of dawn as a condition, would you like to use the cave?" 

 

Willing to leave people thought: "the wind of dawn is so valuable, not to mention borrowing the cave, it 

is I who give the whole cave to you, and I also earn it." 

 

On the surface, he was calm, snorted, and said, "well, I'll lend it to you, but you have to swear with your 

heart that when this boy's cultivation is over, you must give me the wind of dawn." 

 



Yan Xingtian laughed and said, "no problem." Then he swore with his heart and made a contract. 

 

Wishing to leave people secretly happy, he glanced at Jiang Xin'er and said, "Xin'er, you take the Lord of 

reincarnation to the ancient cave, and you can practice in it by the way." 

 

This order is meant to let Jiang Xin'er supervise Ye Chen. Wishing to leave others is to fear ye Chen's 

chaos. 

 

Jiang Xin'er was overjoyed and said, "yes, master!" 

 

She thought that she could also enter the cave, so she could take advantage of this opportunity to 

practice well. 

 

"Little guy, come with me." 

 

Jiang Xin'er looked at Ye Chen and said. 

 

Ye Chen's expression was quite complicated, and he glanced at Yan Xingtian. 

 

Yan Xingtian said, "what are you waiting for? Go quickly. Don't waste time." 

 

Ye Chen said, "elder, you have to sacrifice the wind of dawn. Is it really all right?" 

 

Yan Xingtian said, "it's just a divine thing. It's nothing. Isn't there a mount of emperor Tai on my land?" 

 

Ye Chen was silent. He knew that the value of the morning wind must be far above the mountain of the 

emperor of Thailand. 

 

But ye Chen didn't know the specific value of the wind of dawn, and Yan Xingtian also made a contract 

with the willing to leave, so he was naturally inconvenient to be wordy. 



 

"Thank you, master. If I succeed in cultivation, I will brew more wine for you in the future." 

 

Ye Chen arched his hand and thanked Yan Xingtian. Knowing that Yan Xingtian didn't like anything else, 

he liked drinking wine, so he said to make more wine for him as a reward. 

 

Yan Xingtian laughed and said, "you still know me! Just go quickly. When you come out, let's have a 

good drink!" 

 

Ye Chen's heart was full of blood and said, "OK!" 

 

At that moment, ye Chen followed Jiang Xin'er and flew to the center of the thousand spider world. 

 

Willing to leave, I looked at the figure of the two people leaving, and saw the wind of dawn hanging 

around Ye Chen's waist. I glanced at Yan Xingtian indifferently and said, "if you give him the artifact to 

keep, aren't you afraid of him stealing it?" 

 

Yan Xingtian took off the wine gourd at his waist, lifted his throat and drank a mouthful of wine. He 

sighed comfortably and said, "how can it be? I can trust that boy's behavior." 

 

Wish to leave people snorted and said, "it's because you're too easy to trust people that you've fallen to 

this point today." 

 

Yan Xingtian's face froze. He thought of the past meritorious war in the Supreme Court and was 

betrayed by his best friend. His expression was a little ugly. Then he shook his head and whispered, "that 

boy is different. I absolutely believe him..." 

 

Willing to leave without hesitation, said: "I hope he doesn't betray you." 

 

…… 

 



At this time, ye Chen followed Jiang Xin'er and flew to the middle of the world in the thousand spider 

world. 

 

Most parts of the spider world are shrouded in haze and miasma, a dark, but this central place is full of 

fairy gas, a thousand clouds, red neon billowing into the sky, and the weather is very majestic. 


